
Traditional methods for buying wholesale connectivity, such as ASR Clearinghouses, emails, 
spreadsheets, and phone calls, have been the norm for decades. But, to meet customer 
expectations and stay competitive in today’s marketplace, it’s time to modernize and automate.

Say farewell to those old-school ordering systems.
Neustar Universal Order Connect (UOC) is the new way to buy network connectivity. An API-
driven, cloud-based platform, UOC automates and streamlines the entire process of buying 
wholesale network connectivity, even Broadband. From connecting buyers to hundreds of 
sellers and identifying the best quotes, to improving the entire order creation and submission 
process - UOC simplifies each critical step.

GET THE FACTS

FINALLY — THERE’S AN EASIER WAY 
TO BUY NETWORK CONNECTIVITY

“Up to 5x faster processing 
times for new orders.”

- GTT Communications

Reduce order delivery timelines, protect margins, and ensure an optimal 
customer experience.
Now you can turn quotes into orders more quickly and efficiently, determine if orders are on 
schedule, and analyze if suppliers are complying with contracted terms.

  Benefit from a one-stop-shop for 
connectivity: Centralized system for 
ordering any access type – Ethernet, 
Broadband, and more.

  Prioritize your workload: Filter by  
open order, due date, delays, or what  
needs attention now.

  Streamline the ordering process:  
Pre-populate orders by type and seller,  
and easily manage rules.

  Make trouble reporting easy: Fully 
integrated trouble ticket management  
for fast and complete resolution.



PRODUCT FUNCTIONALITY ASR 
CLEARINGHOUSE

NEUSTAR 
UNIVERSAL ORDER 

CONNECT (UOC)

Single Interconnection: Enable access to industry 
ecosystem with over 900 service providers through 
a single interface

Industry Compliant: Support ASR, TM Forum, MEF 
and proprietary order formats ASOG only ASOG, MEF, TM Forum, 

and proprietary

Enhanced Event Status: Normalize status updates 
for a consistent experience, regardless of the 
service type

ASOG-compliant 
statuses

ASOG, MEF, TM Forum 
plus enhanced/
custom status 

notification support

Advanced Reporting: Track orders throughout the 
installation process and identify trends to inform 
decisions

Limited, ASR only
Advanced reporting 

features and 
dashboard

Data Enrichment: Enhance orders by activating 
modules that auto-generate or pre-populate 
specific data fields

ASR only

Advanced data 
enrichment from 

multiple sources and/
or custom business 

rules

Simplified Ordering: Connect trading partners 
and support natural language instead of complex 
industry jargon though single platform login

Centralized Circuit History: Access everything in 
one place: supplier info, circuit type, bandwidth, 
install and upgrade dates

Robust Product Catalog: Allow users to build each 
product specific to each order type, as well as 
interface with existing catalogs

User-friendly Workflows: Automate complex 
business processes

Platform Extensibility: Enable new functionality 
and integration with other BSS / OSS platforms via 
Open API’s and standard interfaces

ASR Clearinghouse vs. Neustar Universal Order Connect
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